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Welcome

• Founded in 1819 by J.B. Say

• Campuses in Paris, London, Berlin, Madrid and Turin

• Accredited by AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA

• FT Ranked top 5 globally for Master in Management

• Alumni include Jean-Pierre Raffarin, Michel Barnier, Nicolas 
Petrovic
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About me

• PhD George Mason University 2007

• 2011 Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence San Jose State 
University

• Affiliate Faculty member of the Microeconomics of 
Competitiveness programme, Harvard Business School

• Senior Fellow, Higher Education Academy
• Member Shadow Monetary Policy Committee, Institute of 

Economic Affairs
• Senior Fellow, Adam Smith Institute
• Member, Mont Pelerin Society

• FA Licensed soccer coach
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Schedule

9:00am – 9:15am Arrival & welcome

9:15am – 10:30am 1. Global Prosperity

10:30am – 11:00am Break

11:00am – 12:30pm 2. The Calculation Debate

12:30pm - 1:30pm Lunch

1:30pm – 3:00pm 3. The Great Stagnation

3:00pm – 3:30pm Q & A
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1. Global Prosperity
The importance of economic institutions

Anthony J. Evans
Professor of Economics, ESCP Business School

www.anthonyjevans.com

(cc) Anthony J. Evans 2020 | http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

NOTHING
• Poverty is the normal state of affairs
• Prosperity is what requires understanding

What causes poverty?
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Economic history is the history of poverty

• GDP per capita in much of the world today is like that in 
Europe prior to the Industrial Revolution

• The Industrial Revolution was the first time in history of 
increased output per person over time

• Sustained economic growth of even 1% per year was not a 
reality until the 19th century

• Sustained economic growth of 2-3% was not a reality until 
the 20th century

7

“Economic growth is the 
exception not the norm”

Mark Perry

Some people can confuse history with poverty…

8
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Relatively recently, GDP per capita has risen dramatically

9Source http://ourworldindata.org/economic-growth
“Paul Romer told me it was a chart that got him into studying economics” [https://twitter.com/MaxCRoser/status/1049241955916554240]

And its due to innovation

10Credit: Tabarrok, Alex, “The Big Questions about Development”, January 2006
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Economic growth is important

11See: http://www.gapminder.org/tools/
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Global Wealth

13Global Wealth Report 2016, Credit Suisse

The richest 0.7% 
hold 46% of global 

wealth

70% have wealth of 
less than $10,000

Jerome Kerviel, 
Rogure Societe
Generale trader, net 
worth of -$6bn

Be wary of global wealth figures

14See Salmon, F., “Stop adding up the wealth of the poor” Reuters Blog April 4th 2014
http://blogs.reuters.com/felix-salmon/2014/04/04/stop-adding-up-the-wealth-of-the-poor/

“Wealth, and net wealth are useful 
metrics when you’re talking about 
the rich. But they tend to conceal 

more than they reveal when talking 
about the poor”

Everybody in China is in the top 
90% of global wealth
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Good news
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Wars between states are declining

19See the Data Vis on the history of human violence, via https://ourworldindata.org/war-and-peace
There’s an important debate on whether we should measure absolute deaths or deaths as a proportion of the population. There is 
much suffering in the world today, but human’s living today are less likely to be killed in violent conflict than ever before.

Democracies tend not 
to fight each other

Violence is declining

20See the Data Vis on the history of human violence, via https://ourworldindata.org/war-and-peace
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People are moving out of poverty across the globe

21Watch "Most of the World is Better Off than You Think"

We live in better homes and drive better cars

22See: Mark Perry, Carpe Diem, August 21, 2007
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We can afford more food and gas

23Cox, W. Michael, and Richard Alm “How Are We Doing?” The American July/August 2008

We have more products and they penetrate the market more quickly

24Source: Dallas Federal Reserve Bank, 1997 Annual Report
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25

We have more leisure

Cox, W. Michael, and Richard Alm “How Are We Doing?” The American July/August 2008

And more leisure is important

26Watch “The Magic Washing Machine” [https://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_and_the_magic_washing_machine] 
Although as Tim Harford (“50 Things that Made the Modern Economy”) points out we tend to have more clothes and wash them more
regularly, and therefore haven’t saved much time. A better example may be TV dinners and other forms of processed food.
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Humanity thrived during the 20th century

• Since 1950, the world's population has soared by more than 
150%

• Over the past generation, chronic undernourishment in 
poor countries has been slashed from 37 percent to 17 
percent

• Global food prices (in real terms) have plunged 75%
• Life expectancy? From 31 years in 1900, it was up to 66.8 

worldwide in 2003
• The onset of chronic illness has been significantly delayed -

- by nearly eight years for cancer, nine years for heart 
diseases, and 11 years for respiratory diseases

• In China, infant mortality has plunged from 195 to 30 (per 
1000 births) in the past 50 years

• From 1980 – 2013 extreme poverty in China fell from 84% of 
the population to 10% *
– 680 million people

27Jeff Jacoby, “A World Full of Good News”, The Boston Globe, May 13 2007
* ‘Towards the end of poverty’, The Economist, 1 June 2013.

Some of our advances are breath-taking

Imagine that it is 1910 and you are presented with the 
following list of problems:

• To transport physically a person from Manchester to 
Washington DC in around 8 hours

• To convey instantly the visual replica of an action, such as 
a football match, to devices that people can fit in their 
pocket

• To find a way for women to be able to have sex without 
having children, or to have children without having sex

• To increase the average span of life by 30 years

28Based on Sparks, J.C. (1977) If men were free to try, The Freeman, 1 February. 
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Even historic billionaires were poor by modern standards

29

Where would you rather live?

1878
Mansion in Nob Hill, San Francisco, belonging 
to Mark Hopkins Jnr (then worth $20m-$40m)

Over $700m today ??

2010
Typical US family home

See http://coyoteblog.com/coyote_blog/2007/04/a_zerosum_wealt.html

• Hot and cold water
• Electricity 
• Air-conditioning
• Flushing toilets
• Computer with internet connection
• TV sets ands DVD collection
• Refrigerator, toaster, vacuum cleaner, coffee maker

• Died at 64, lost a child
• Over a week to cross the country
• No ice, no radio
• House destroyed in 1906 earthquake

But we could be doing it even quicker: e.g. India

• “This paper considers what would have happened if reforms 
had begun in 1971. It projects an early-reform, high-growth 
scenario in which the per capita GNP growth rate in each 
decade would have been as high as that actually achieved 
one decade later. These conservative assumptions stay well 
within the limits of what, at the time, was achievable.”

With earlier reform:

• 14.5 million more children would have survived
• 261 million more people would have become literate
• 109 million more people would have risen above the 

poverty line

30Swaminathan S. Anklesaria Aiyar, “Socialism Kills The Human Cost of Delayed Economic Reform in India” CATO Institute, 
October 21,  2009
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We have solved the greatest problems of human history – Part 1

31

Starvation 
(not enough calories)

Historical problem Modern Problem

Obesity 
(too many calories)

We have solved the greatest problems of human history – Part 2

32

Poverty 
(not enough credit)

Historical problem

Debt
(too much credit)

Modern Problem
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How can the societies that have solved these problems transfer 
solutions to those who have not?

33

Robin Hood strategy
take from the rich, 

give to the poor

Incomplete
It doesn’t explain wealth 
creation

He’s an outlaw, it doesn’t 
scale!

Problems:

Unsustainable
Redistribution can reduce 
further wealth creation

There’s also a development paradox 
where foreign aid is most effective in 
countries with good governance, but 
these are the countries that need it 
the least

There’s a great teaching case on Robin Hood

Or, to put things another way

34See Caplan, B., and Weinersmith, Z., (2019) Open Borders: The Science and Ethics of Immigration, First Second New York
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Software
(Ideas)

Operating System
(Institutions)

Hardware
(Resources)

Watch “Growth is Like an iPhone”

Institutions matter

36

“Good” economic policy
• Private property rights to generate 

incentives
• Reliable legal framework to correct 

externalities and constrain predation
• Stable monetary system to maximise

information
• Free trade and the embrace of markets
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Secure property rights = Higher GDP/capita

37Source: Acemoglu, D., Johnson, S., & Robinson, J., (2004) “Institutions as the fundamental cause of long-run growth” NBER 
Working Paper 10481 (Figure 1)

Economic Freedom = Economic Prosperity

38Source: The Economic Freedom Index, Heritage Foundation/Wall Street Journal (cited by Leeson 2007, Cato Unbound)
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Economic freedom corresponds with:

39

Higher GDP per capita Higher GDP growth

Higher life expectancy More income for poorest 10%

Lawson, Robert A., “Economic Freedom” The Concise Encyclopedia of Economics

40Roberts, J., and Olson, R., “How Economic Freedom Promotes Better Health Care, Education, and Environmental Quality” The 
Heritage Foundation, September 2013
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Key social technologies

41See Beinhocker 2006 p.452. 
He makes the argument that key hopes for global growth (e.g. India, China, Africa) are struggling to adopt all three. 

Markets
Not central planning

Science
Not superstition

Democracy
Not strongmen

This doesn’t make you right wing

60

55
54

51

Democrats All Independents Republicans

Is free trade with other countries good for 
America? (% answering yes)

42“Majority of Voters Support Free Trade, Immigration: Poll” Mark Murray, NBC, July 17 2016
http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/2016-conventions/majority-voters-support-free-trade-immigration-poll-n611176
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What is this?

43

The Korean natural experiment

• From 1910-1945 Korea was under Japanese rule
• It was economically, culturally and ethnically homogeneous

• After Japanese defeat in WWII, Korea was divided in two:
– USSR controlled the North
– USA controlled the South

• “Exogenous” separation of North and South
– Institutional outcomes not related to the economic, 

cultural or geographic conditions in North and South
– Approximating an experiment where similar subjects are 

“treated” differently

• Big differences in economic and political institutions
– Communism (planned economy) in the North
– Capitalism, (albeit with government intervention and 

early on without democracy), in the South

44Source: Acemoglu, Johnson & Robinson, 2004. “Institutions as the Fundamental Cause of Long-Run Growth” in Philippe Aghion and 
Steve Durlauf (Eds.) Handbook of Economic Growth
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The Korean natural experiment: GDP per capita

45Source: Acemoglu, Johnson & Robinson, 2004. (Figure 3)

The results of a 50-year experiment in political economy

46Source: Robert Higgs, The Independent Review Volume 5 Number 1 Summer 2000
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47
Inequality in North Korea is the fact that elites in Pyongyang live at the expense of the poor. 
Image: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:North_and_South_Korea_at_night.jpg

Key points

Some countries 
have escaped 

their history of 
poverty

•We’ve seen 
remarkable 
improvements 
in living 
standards

We (largely) 
understand 
how we’ve 

achieved this

•Specialisation 
and market 
exchange

•Good economic 
policy is 
capable of 
delivering 
higher living 
standards

Will it 
continue?

•Some aspects 
of growth are 
hard to 
replicate

•We can’t take 
further growth 
for granted

48
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2. Groping in the dark
Why socialist calculation is impossible

Anthony J. Evans
Professor of Economics, ESCP Business School

www.anthonyjevans.com

(cc) Anthony J. Evans 2020 | http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

4 ways to spend money

1. You spend your own money buying something for yourself—
you therefore try to get the best possible product for the 
best possible price.

2. You spend someone else's money buying something for 
yourself—you still try to get the best possible product, but 
you are not so concerned about the price.

3. You spend your own money buying something for someone 
else—you are deeply concerned about the price, but you 
are not nearly so worried about the quality of the product.

4. You spend someone else's money buying something for 
someone else—in which case, who gives a shit?

50P J O'Rourke, “All The Trouble in The World”, summarizing Milton Friedman 
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Profit serves two functions

51

Incentive
Reward for entrepreneurial 

discovery

Knowledge
Signal to mobilise

resources

January 2008

1. Conserve existing oil
2. Search for new oil
3. Find substitutes for oil 

New Soviet Man

• The ideologists of the Communist Party sought to eradicate 
cultural diversity by inducing a change in the character of 
the citizens of the Soviet Union

• New Soviet man would demonstrate selfless collectivism 
and enthusiastically spread the socialist Revolution

• This would solve the incentive problem, since people would 
instinctively act in accordance with the greater good 

• Propaganda was an important tool to change the nature of 
man

52
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“Build like you would for yourself”

• But even if there’s a transformation 
in human nature, this doesn’t solve 
the economic problem of knowing 
how to allocate resources

53Source: Amazing Propaganda Posters, motivational-posters.co.uk

The calculation problem…

54

Without private 
property there’s no 
exchange, with no 
exchange there’s no 
prices, no prices means 
no knowledge

Private 
property

Economic 
Exchange

Prices
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The impossibility of rational socialist planning

• Def. Socialism: Public owenership of the means of 
production to advance material prosperity

• Stated goals:
– Increased prosperity
– Efficient use of resources
– Elimination of business cycles
– Elimination of monopoly power
– Equitable distribution of wealth

• “Socialism is the abolition of rational economy… exchange 
relations between production goods can only be established 
on the basis of private ownership of the means of 
production… rational economic activity is impossible in a 
socialist commonwealth”

Mises, 1920 Economic Calculation In The Socialist Commonwealth 

55

56

Market socialism

• Oskar Lange: what if planners simulate market competition 
and use computers to solve the simultaneous equations?

• Is it merely an accounting problem which can be overcome 
through planning?

• Hence linear programming, and to some extent the advent 
of quantitative macroeconomics
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Steps in the dark

• Even if the planners have perfect technical knowledge, 
only the institutions of a market process can reveal the 
knowledge required to assess the alternative uses of the 
scarce factors of production

• “In the absence of markets, how do planners know which  
goods to produce and what production techniques are 
economically feasible?”*

• “Without having access to market prices to evaluate the 
opportunity costs of resource use, socialist planners could 
not tell which outputs should be produced or how to 
produce them. When it comes to economic value, the 
socialist planner is literally like the blind man groping in 
the dark”**

• Economic calculation requires private property, without it 
we are taking “steps in the dark” (Mises, 1951)

*Boettke, Pete (1989) “Austrian Institutionalism: A Reply” Research in the History of Economic Thought and Methodology”  
6:181-202; p.191
** Cowen, Tyler (1995) “A Review of G.C. Archibald’s information, Incentives, and the Economics of control” Journal of 
International and Comparative Economics 4:243-249

The importance of the knowledge of time and place

• Scientific knowledge
– “knowledge of general rules”

• The knowledge of time and place
– “the facts of his immediate surroundings”
– “special knowledge of circumstances of the fleeting 

moment not known to others”

• “the practical problem…arises precisely because these 
facts are never so given to a single mind, and because, in 
consequence, it is necessary that in the solution of the 
problem knowledge should be used that is dispersed among 
many people” (Hayek 1948:90)

58
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The knowledge problem

• “the "data" from which the economic calculus starts are never for 
the whole society "given" to a single mind which could work out 
the implications and can never be so given. The peculiar 
character of the problem of a rational economic order is 
determined precisely by the fact that the knowledge of the 
circumstances of which we must make use never exists in 
concentrated or integrated form but solely as the dispersed bits 
of incomplete and frequently contradictory knowledge which all 
the separate individuals possess. The economic problem of society 
is thus not merely a problem of how to allocate "given" 
resources—if "given" is taken to mean given to a single mind which 
deliberately solves the problem set by these "data." It is rather a 
problem of how to secure the best use of resources known to any 
of the members of society, for ends whose relative importance 
only these individuals know. Or, to put it briefly, it is a problem 
of the utilization of knowledge which is not given to anyone in its 
totality.”

Hayek, “The Use of Knowledge” p.519-520

59

Turning textbooks on their head

• It is a continuum between rational calculation and arbitrary 
political discretion

• Heavily regulated rent-seeking society
– “Soviet system best characterised as a market 

economy dominated by monopoly producers and 
subject to vast and arbitrary government intervention” 
Boettke 1993, p.59

• Hence the implications are relevant to all countries

Central planning vs. decentralized planning
• “This is not a dispute about whether planning is to be done 

or not. It is a dispute about whether planning is to be done 
centrally, by one authority for the whole economic system, 
or is to be divided among many individuals”

• Hayek, The Use of Knowledge, p.520-521

60
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The knowledge problem was endemic

MEMO:
Transfer the sewing machine 
belonging to the tailor's 
shop number 1 to factory 
number 7.

J. Stalin

Ryszard Kapuscinski, Imperium, 1994

Russian industrialisation is a myth

• During the 1930s the USSR didn’t “industrialise”, it emphasised on 
increasing production in heavy industry for the purpose of building 
arms - it was “militarisation”
– “Contrary to the declared goals of the regime, it was the 

opposite of a system of production to create abundance for the 
eventual satisfaction of the needs of the population; it was a 
system of general squeeze of the population to produce capital 
goods for the creation of industrial power, in order to produce 
ever more capital goods with which to produce still further 
industrial might, and ultimately to produce armaments”*

• Following Stalin’s death in 1953, the objective became even more 
explicit about prioritising military strength ahead of consumer 
goods and higher living standards
– “Every factor which made industrial products like cars or 

electrical goods was required to have a military application, 
too, and could quickly be converted to war footing” **

62* Malia, MartinThe Soviet Tragedy: A History of Socialism in Russia, 1917-1991 NY: Free Press, p.209
** Sebestyen, Victor, (2009) Revolution 1989: The Fall of the Soviet Empire, Weidendelf & Nicolson, p.77
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The rise of militarisation

• Interestingly, the attitude of the central planners towards military 
production supports the view that socialist calculation is impossible

• Military production was organised in a different manner:
– “[the military sector is] the only sector of the Soviet economy 

which operates like a market economy, in the sense that the 
customers pull out of the economic mechanism the kinds of 
weaponry they want… the military, like customers in the West… 
can say, 'No, no, no, that isn't what we want.’”* 

– Weapon production faced open competition (from the USA), whilst 
domestic production did not. Hence fighter planes were higher 
quality than washing machines**

• Hence it is wrong to use the military strength of a country as a means 
to infer the underlying standard of living

• Other examples:
– Nuclear scientists had freedom to work
– People were offered financial rewards for turning in escapees (see 

“Tovarisch, I am not dead”)

63*Samuel Pisar, cited in Smith, Hedrick (1974) The Russians (NY: Ballantine) pp. 312-3
**Paul Romer on EconTalk

Communism and the environment

• “The state was the big polluter”*
• According to official government figures from Slovakia, in 

1980:
– 45% of the 3,500km of rivers were “dangerously 

polluted”
– 80% of well water was unsuitable for human 

consumption
• East Germany banned the publication of pollution levels

64* Sebestyen, Victor, (2009) Revolution 1989: The Fall of the Soviet Empire, Weidendelf & Nicolson, p.18
The desiccation of the Arral sea is one of the greatest ever environmental disasters. See Micklin, P. P. 1988. Dessication of the 
Aral Sea: A water management disaster in the Soviet Union. Science 241: 1170-76.
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Communism and fascism

• “Whether as totalitarian rivals or as ideological opposites, 
fascism and communist lived off each other in an all-
European monster duel. Once fascism was dead, the death 
of communism was only a matter of time”

Davies, p.26

65Davies, N., (2006) Europe East & West, Jonathan Cape

Problems with measuring output

• The manager of a nail factory was 
given an award for beating his 
production target, which was 
measured by weight

• “The Soviet Union wasted its 
resources because the success 
indicator for Soviet managers allowed 
them to be successful even though 
their output was poorly related to the 
needs of users”

66Roberts, P.C., (2002) “My time with Soviet economics” The Independent Review, 7(2):259-264 
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It’s only a matter of time…

67See “Soviet Growth & American Textbooks” Marginal Revolution, Alex Tabarrok, Jan 4th 2010 
http://www.marginalrevolution.com/marginalrevolution/2010/01/soviet-growth-american-textbooks.html

68

Do we trust Soviet growth figures?

• Western academics continued to overestimate the 
productive capabilities of the Soviet Union

Levy, David & Sandra Peart. 2006 “Public Choice & the Expert: The Endogenous Past“
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Economics in the c20th is all about planning

• The USSR is seen as a viable alternative
• The USA goes for regulation, the UK nationalisation
• Development Economics

– Infant Industry
– neo-Keynesian Growth Models

69Watch Rocky IV Training Scene [https://youtu.be/1oDTNEEu3Rw]

Do we trust Chinese growth figures?

• “In a little-noticed mid-summer announcement, the Asian 
Development Bank presented official survey results 
indicating China’s economy is smaller and poorer than 
established estimates say. The announcement cited the 
first authoritative measure of China’s size using purchasing 
power parity methods. The results tell us that when the 
World Bank announces its expected PPP data revisions later 
this year, China’s economy will turn out to be 40 per 
cent smaller than previously stated”

Albert Keidel, “The limits of a smaller, poorer China” Financial 
Times November 13 2007

70
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Soviet growth was an illusion

• Initial growth because it started from a low base
• But since it was purely technical growth, diminishing 

returns kicked in
• By contrast, the US was engaged in genuine innovation, 

leading to endogenous growth

• Rising living standards are about consumption not 
production

• The advance in prosperity is not about inventing new 
ingredients, but creating new recipes

71For more, see Paul Romer’s interview on EconTalk

Queuing

• A 1970s survey found that the typical Polish worker got up 
at 5am 

• They spent on average 53 minutes per day queuing for food

72Sebestyen, Victor, (2009) Revolution 1989: The Fall of the Soviet Empire, Weidendelf & Nicolson, p.18
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Why did it last for so long?

• Natural resources
• Borrowing
• Parasitic pricing
• Informal market activity

– Tolkachi (“pullers”)

73

Black markets enable resource allocation

74© Eric Wolfram, http://wolfram.org/photo/once/black_market/index.html
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Markets operated at the margin

• “A women buys a head of cabbage at the local market, 
where farmers sell their surplus (circa 1950s)”

• Moscow, Russia

75“Images of the Soviet Union”, http://marxists.org

Entrepreneurship flourished in many instances

• “A pensioner spends his time weighing people in the park, 
picking up a little supplemental income (circa 1980s)”

• Moscow, Russia

76“Images of the Soviet Union”, http://marxists.org
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77

The knowledge problem was still endemic

“during the final years under Brezhnev, 
we were planning to create a commission
headed by the secretary of the Central 
Committee, Kapitonov to solve the 
problem of women's pantyhose. Imagine 
a country that flies into space, launches 
Sputniks, creates such a defense system, 
and it can't resolve the problem of 
women's pantyhose. There's no 
toothpaste, no soap powder, not the 
basic necessities of life.”

Interview with “Commanding Heights”, PBS, 04/23/01; "the system depended on that kind of punctiliousness, on a psychotic 
control of every detail, an obsessive desire to rule over everything” Ryszard Kapuscinski, 1994

Shoe production

• According to Scott Shane, “some of the longest lines in 
Moscow were for shoes... At first I assumed that the 
inefficient Soviet economy simply did not produce enough 
shows, and for that reason, even in the capital, people 
were forced to line up for hours to buy them”

• In fact “The Soviet Union was the largest producer of shoes 
in the world. It was turning out 800 million pairs of shoes a 
year – twice as many as Italy, three times as many as the 
United States, four times as many as China. Production 
amounted to more than three pairs of shoes per year for 
every Soviet man, woman and child.”

• “The problem with shoes, it turned out, was not an 
absolute shortage. It was a far more subtle malfunction. 
The comfort, the fit, the design, the size mix of Soviet 
shoes were so out of sync with what people needed and 
wanted that they were willing to stand in line for hours to 
buy the occasional pair, usually imported, that they liked” 

78See Shane, S., 1994 Dismantling Utopia, p.77
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The primary cause for the collapse was bankruptcy

79

War in 
Afghanistan Star Wars

Oil prices

Afghanistan

• “We simply cannot afford another Afghanistan” 
Mikhail Suslov

• Afghan communist party came to power following a coup in 
1978

• The USSR defended it against a mujahideen insurgency
• Invaded Kabul December 1979 but unable to maintain 

territory in the provinces
• Suffered 2,000 casualties (more than all other post WW2 

fighting) by December 1981
• Attempted to hand over to Afghan forces, finally withdrew 

in February 1989

80* Sebestyen, Victor, (2009) Revolution 1989: The Fall of the Soviet Empire, Weidendelf & Nicolson, p.58
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Star Wars

• After WWII the USSR became involved in 
an Arms Race with the Western World 
(chiefly the US)

• This is a Prisoner’s Dilemma, and 
increasing one’s arsenal is the dominant 
strategy for both players

• Over the decades that followed both sides 
accumulated enough weapons to destroy 
the world several times over

• In 1983 Ronald Reagan announced the SDI 
Project (nicknamed “Star Wars”), an 
ambitious attempt to create a missile 
defense system in space

• Whether it was a bluff or not, it escalated 
the cost of the Arms Race to such an 
extent the USSR was forced to surrender

81

Oil crisis

• September 13th 1985
• Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Yamani, Saudi Minister of oil, 

announced that they would increase production
– Oil prices collapsed
– Soviet Union lost ~ $20bn per year

• By 1989 Gorbachev needed a $100bn loan from the West to 
survive and political concessions were a prerequisite

82Gaidar, Yegor, “The Soviet Collapse: Grain and Oil, American Enterprise Institute, April 2007
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Why did Eastern European communism unravel?

• Gorbachev gave it up:
• “Gorbachev’s long-term objective was to reach further 

arms limitation agreements with America, massively reduce 
Soviet defence spending and obtain huge loans from the US 
to prop up the Soviet economy. He was prepared – if it 
came to the point – to dismantle the ‘outer empire’ to 
achieve those goals”

• He believed in glassnost and perestroika as a necessary 
means to save communism in the Soviet Union

• He couldn’t afford nor had the ideological desire to 
continue to support the Stalinist dictatorships

83* Sebestyen, Victor, (2009) Revolution 1989: The Fall of the Soviet Empire, Weidendelf & Nicolson, p.266

The German experiment

• There has been one great controlled experiment in 
economics. It began fifty years ago, when one of the 
world's most successful economies was divided into two 
zones. In one, there was a powerful central planning 
agency, able to assess needs and co-ordinate production 
plans. In the other, people were left to do pretty much 
what they liked

• The country in which the experiment was conducted was 
Germany, and a few years ago [1989] the results came in

• One third of the way through, it was necessary to build a 
wall to keep the experiment going, otherwise the 
inhabitants of one zone would mostly have fled to the 
other. The end came when they tore down the wall and 
fled anyway 

• It is difficult to be exact, but most observers agree that 
living standards in the West were at least twice those of 
the East by that time

84Kay, John,  “A German lesson” Financial Times, 03 January 1997
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Collapse of communism

• “The average American worker had a material lifestyle that 
the average Soviet worker could not imagine.” *

• “It was not just that... an American construction worker 
could own a car and a house; it was that he could shop in a 
supermarket that seemed to have more food on its shelves 
than all of Moscow” **

85* Shane, S., 1994 Dismantling Utopia, p.138
** Shane, S., 1994 Dismantling Utopia, p.221

Conclusion, in the words of a socialist:

86

“the contest between capitalism and 
socialism is over: Capitalism has won” 

Robert Heilbroner, 1989, p. 98
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3. The Great Stagnation
Prospects for global growth

Anthony J. Evans
Professor of Economics, ESCP Business School

www.anthonyjevans.com

(cc) Anthony J. Evans 2020 | http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

Where we’ve come from…

88Source http://ourworldindata.org/economic-growth
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A note of pessimism…

89

The Great Stagnation

90See Cowen, T., (2011) “The Great Stagnation”

Productivity growth 
and real wage 

growth have slowed
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The only discontinuity is around 1900 (for England, 1960 for the world)

91See “1960: THE YEAR THE SINGULARITY WAS CANCELLED”, Slate Star Codex
https://slatestarcodex.com/2019/04/22/1960-the-year-the-singularity-was-cancelled/

According to Tyler Cowen 
innovation peaked in 1873!

(Cowen, T., The Great 
Stagnation, 2011, p. 19)

1650 – 1750 seems a 
crucial enabler

How many industrial revolutions?

92See Howes, A., “How many industrial revolutions?!” Capitalism’s Cradle
https://antonhowes.tumblr.com/post/129162052179/how-many-industrial-revolutions

Overemphasis on coal – the IR 
started before the steam engine

The Industrial Revolution 
was the acceleration of 
innovation. 

We’re still living through it

For how much longer?
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The pace of innovation seems to be slowing

93

1820-1870 1870-1914 1914-1970 1970-

• Coal gas for heating 
and lighting

• Precision tools
• Mass produced steel
• Steam locomotion
• Public hygiene/

sanitation
• Plastics
• Refrigeration

• Mass electricity
• Artificial fertilisers
• Production line
• Internal combustion 

engine
• Skyscrapers
• Mass vaccination

• Nuclear fission
• Silicon chips
• Domestic machines 

(washing machines)
• Contraceptive pill
• Antibiotics
• Jet engine
• Space flight
• Shipping container

• GMO crops
• Personal computing 

(and the internet)

See “Welcome to the Great Stagnation” Kaleidic Economics, March 2014 and Howes, A., “How many industrial revolutions?!” Capitalism’s 
Cradle

World’s first skyscraper: Oriel Chambers, Liverpool (1864)

94World’s first building constructed with a metal framed curtain wall (stone façade is decorative)
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Recent transformative innovations

95See Steve Jobs - iPhone Introduction in 2007

By transformative I mean 
something largely unimaginable 
for previous generations, the 

implications of which are broad 
and non-obvious

Key distinction

Moderate 
improvements on 

existing 
technology Transformative 

innovation

96

Better ways of 
doing things

New things that 
we can do

Park assist

Uber

Nest Protect

As of 2019 key AI advances: Face ID and Google Assistant. 
See Bogomolov, A., (2019) “Some thoughts on artificial intelligence”, JUnQ 9(2)1-4
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Air travel

97

1960s

SS Oriana
1 month

1970s

Boeing 747
1 day

?

Boom Technology claim they can use supersonic planes to halve standard flight times see https://boomsupersonic.com/

98https://xkcd.com/2074/

As of 2018…
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House renovation

99

The pessimistic response

• Future generations will be poorer
• Living standards will fall

100
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A note of optimism…

101

The numbers racket

102
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Landsburg, Steven, “The Numbers Racket” The Big Questions July 30 2012 
http://www.thebigquestions.com/2012/07/30/the-numbers-racket/

Median income for 
all workers rose from 

$25,000 in 1980 to 
$25,700 in 2005

15% 16% 75% 62%

When large numbers 
of low income groups 
enter the workforce it 

looks like no one is 
progressing when in 

fact everyone is 

3%

We should also include all 
forms of employee 

compensation (e.g. health 
insurance, pensions)
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The way we measure GDP may need to be updated

103

• National Accounts were designed to capture predominantly 
agricultural or industrial economies

• An increasingly digitised economy with many goods 
available for free is harder to measure

• Rise of financial services also causes difficulties

• An extended, globalised market economy generates an 
increase in the division of labour, therefore innovations 
become more specialised but collectively more impactful

• Perhaps the concept of transformative innovation is 
outdated…

See Bean, C., “Time to rethink the way we measure economic activity”, VoxEU, March 2016 
[https://voxeu.org/article/rethinking-measurement-economic-activity] and Bean, C, (2016), Independent 
review of UK economic statistics: final report.

Maglev trains

• “China aims to again take the lead in the new global race 
to make bullet trains travel even faster. By harnessing the 
power of magnetic levitation, it is believed trains will be 
able to accelerate from the current 350km/h on 
conventional tracks to between 600 and 1,000km/h.”

104See Chan, KG, “China laying tracks for 1,000km/h maglev trains” Asia Times, October 2nd 2019 
[https://www.asiatimes.com/2019/10/article/china-laying-tracks-for-1000km-h-maglev-trains/]
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Negligible senescence

• The first human beings who will live to 1,000 years old may 
already be alive

105See de Gray, A., “A roadmap to end aging” Ted Global 2005 
[https://www.ted.com/talks/aubrey_de_grey_says_we_can_avoid_aging]

What innovations will drive the sustained economic growth of the 
future?

106

Nanotechnology, 3D 
printing, driverless 
cars, bioengineering, 
augmented reality, 
distance learning will 
come good 

* For a survey of potential breakthrough technologies see Weinersmith, K., and Weiner, Z., (2017) “Soonish”
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Electric vehicles

107https://twitter.com/danbarker/status/1174953092397195265

Assignment

Innovation What is it? How soon? Transformative 
potential

Comments

108
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• https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HrUu8kRC7x1TYi
YT39beXI5mW1m2vQc85BE0xxa-umw/edit?usp=sharing

109

Artificial uterus

110

2017, Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

Partridge, et al, (25 April 2017). "An extra-uterine system to physiologically support the extreme premature 
lamb". Nature Communications. 8: 15112
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Bio tech shopping list

111See Los Angeles Times, https://twitter.com/latimes/status/1183429750984970240?s=20

Our attitudes and values toward innovation matter

112

Regulatory 
constraints

Ethical 
constraints
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Permissionless innovation

113See Thierer, A., (2014) Permissionless Innovation. For an overview watch “Permissionless Innovation”

• However, further technological progress may depend on 
permissionless innovation

Permissionless innovation Precautionary principle
• A large factor in the rise of US global 

tech dominance has been the 
adoption of “permissionless
innovation”

• Entrepreneurs are able to 
experiment without requiring 
permission

• Permission from government
• Permissions from competitors

Ø Dynamism

• Where the default is the status quo

• “Better safe than sorry” 

Ø Stasism

Future tech flashpoints

114

Are these driven by 
permissionless innovation or 
the precautionary principle?

See Thierer, A., Permissionless Innovation, 2014. For an overview watch “Permissionless Innovation”
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A note of pragmatism…

115

The pragmatic response: comfort

• People in cutting edge growth drivers are becoming more 
risk averse
– Start up rates are falling
– People are less likely to move across state lines

• Emphasis on consumption and entertainment instead of 
production and human capital development
– We value environmental protection over future growth
– We value the greenbelt more than new houses

• Our focus is increasingly on comfort

116See “Welcome to the Great Stagnation” Kaleidic Economics, March 2014
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The pragmatic response: complacency

• Personal computing (and the internet) are used as a 
matching device for existing preferences

• We are becoming more complacent

117See “Welcome to the Great Stagnation” Kaleidic Economics, March 2014 and Cowen, Tyler "Ten Ways to Live a Less 
Complacent Life”, LinkedIn, May 2017

More of the 
same The best 

recording of every 
genre ever made

How to be less complacent

118

Social dynamism Intellectual dynamism Physical dynamism

• Abstain from social media 
for 1 month

• Find someone you disagree 
with on social or political 
issues and hold a civil 
conversation to find out 
why they believe what they 
believe

• Go for lunch with a 
colleague from a different 
department

• Explore a music genre 
you’re unfamiliar with until 
you find 3 songs you really 
like

• Go to a theatre and watch 
whatever is on

• Talk to your taxi driver

• Write an article defending 
the opposite of what you 
actually believe

• Take an online course on 
something that has nothing 
to do with your current 
interests/work

• Volunteer, protest, donate to 
causes you believe in

• Consider what is the most 
quirky personality trait you 
have and do more of it

• Develop an idea for a 
product/service that doesn’t 
exist and discuss it with 
friends/family

• Arrange a meeting to discuss 
your career development 
with your manager

• Avoid restaurant review sites 
and chain restaurants for 1 
month

• Sort our your personal 
finances

• Leave your phone at home at 
least once a week

• Choose a random town/city 
50 miles away and explore

See http://tylercowen.com/complacent-class-quiz/
Accessed July 2017.
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Our ethical principles are lagging

• We lack general and universally accepted ethical principles
• Something that combines:

– Attractiveness of ancient wisdom
– Rigour of contemporary philosophy
– Ability to cope with complexity and uncertainty

• “Humanity should take the time for a “long reflection: in 
which we deliberately slow down technological progress to 
give us time to better understand ourselves and our values 
before deciding what we want to do next” Simon Beard

119Beard, S., “Deep ethics: the long-term quest to decide right from wrong” 18th June 2019
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20190617-deep-ethics-the-long-term-quest-to-decide-right-from-wrong

The impact on national accounts

• Income gaps are growing…
• …but poverty is falling

• Lifestyle gaps are shrinking
– A washing machine is a washing machine
– An iPhone is an iPhone

• Choices about public finance depend on growth 
projections. We are demanding ever-higher government 
spending, leading to increasing public debt burdens. And at 
the same time switching our activity from innovations that 
generate revenue, to those that generate pleasure... 

• The internet means that recessions become more tolerable, 
but also more severe. Technological gains will increase the 
value of leisure, without generating economic output. 

• You can be a utility optimist but a GDP pessimist 

120See Welcome to the Great Stagnation” Kaleidic Economics, March 2014
“People die of poverty, not inequality” José Piñera (Former Minister for Labour, Chile)
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Key dichotomy

121

Dynamism 
vs. 

Statis

Newcomers 
vs.

Entrenched

For Blanchard and Summers on hysteresis, see https://www.nber.org/papers/w1950
For Ed Glaeser see https://www.manhattan-institute.org/2019-james-q-wilson-lecture

Open society
vs. 

Closed society

Outsiders
vs.

Insiders

And finally…

122

Economic Freedom 101 Assessment

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Q
4tQgXah3Zv868xNVW4fVE1bBjbHMaMz

XmRkSUAnLgw


